RECOMMENDED FOR

High Traction/High Scrub applications in
Long- and regional-haul service
Light-to-moderate on-/off-highway service
And pickup-and-delivery service
OUTSTANDING TRACTION & DURABLE
PROVIDE EXCEPTIONAL GRIP
FEATURES & BENEFITS

An open shoulder
Aggressive Blocks
C Staggered tread block design
Tough tread compounds
Deep 26/32nds tread depth
FD711

TIRE SIZE

11R22.5
11R24.5
FD711 INNOVATION ENHANCEMENTS

CAP/BASE COMPOUNDING
Combines a slow wearing cap compound with a cool running base that shields the casing from damaging heat to enhance retreadability.

LATERAL SHOULDER CHANNELS
Channel water and slush out of the footprint for improved traction.

FOUR-BELT CONSTRUCTION
Four steel belts help casing durability and enhance retreadability by combating casing penetration.
SUMMARY
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